You need:

- Heavy knitted white wool fabric, 60 x 60 cm (24” x 24”)
- Terry velour in white wool, 25 x 25 cm (10” x 10”)
- Dark brown terry cloth, 25 x 40 cm (10” x 16”)
- Light brown terry cloth, 15 x 15 cm (6” x 6”)
- Scrap of white and black jersey for the eyes
- Green cotton fabric, 20 x 20 cm (8” x 8”)
- Small amount of fusible batting/wadding
- Sewing thread in white-, brown-, black-, and light green wool
- Marking Pen
- Open Toe Appliqué Foot, Part No: 820213-096
- Fusible web
- Embroidery stabilizer
- Batting
- Fray check
1 Paper pattern
The full-sized pattern, including seam allowances, can be found on the pattern sheet, page 2.

2 Cutting

Knitted fabric:
- Body front, cut 1
- Body back, cut 1
- Tail, cut 2
- Forehead, cut 2

Terry velour:
- Face, cut 1

Dark brown:
- Leg, cut 4, each from double layer of fabric
- Outer ear, cut 2 and iron fusible batting on the wrong side of each ear

Light brown:
- Inner ear, cut 2

Green:
- Clover, cut 2 and iron fusible batting to wrong side of one piece

Appliqués:
- Trace the outline of each appliqué piece onto the fusible web. Cut out each piece roughly. Iron each piece to the wrong side of the corresponding fabric and cut out the pieces exactly.
- For each piece, peel off the paper backing and iron the piece to the corresponding background fabric.

White:
- Eyes, cut 2

Black:
- Pupils, cut 2

Light brown:
- Nostrils, cut 2

3 Sewing

Front:
Iron the pieces for the eyes and nostrils to the face piece, following the pattern.
- Stitch around each appliqué with a satin stitch. Use thread to match the fabric.
- Snap on the Open Toe Appliqué Foot.
- Back the area of the appliqué with embroidery stabilizer for better fabric feed.
- Lay the face piece on the front body piece, right sides facing. Stitch the pieces together, leaving the seam allowance in the beginning and in the end of the seam open!

Legs:
- For each leg, lay two leg pieces together, right sides facing. Stitch together along the long edges and along lower horizontal edge.
- Turn each leg right sides out through the opening at the upper edge.
- Fill each hoof slightly with batting/wadding.
- Use the fabric marker to draw the hoof line. Stitch along this marked line with dark brown thread and straight stitch (2.0 mm long).
- Now fill the entire leg.
- Repeat for the other legs.

Tail:
- Lay the tail pieces together, right sides facing. Stitch around the curve. Turn the tail right sides out and fill.

Forehead:
- Lay the forehead pieces together, right sides facing.
- Stitch around all edges but leave an opening for turning.
- Turn right side out. Fill the forehead. Sew the opening closed by hand.

Ears:
- For each ear, lay the outer ear piece on the inner ear piece, right sides facing. Stitch around all edges but leave an opening for turning. Turn right sides out. Sew the opening closed by hand.

Clover:
- Use the Marking Pen to draw the inner lines on the right fabric side of one clover piece.
- Lay the two clover pieces together, wrong sides facing.
- Use a satin stitch and thread your sewing machine with a green sewing thread on top and in the bobbin to stitch outer edges together and to stitch along marked inner lines.
- Paint all edges with fray check.

Body:
- Lay the body front- and the body back piece together, right sides facing.
- Stitch around all edges but leave an opening for legs and tail as marked!
- Turn the body right sides out through the tail opening. Fill the face.
- To give the lamb more structure, stitch directly along the face attachment seam with white wool thread. Use straight stitch.
- Use the fabric marker to draw the mouth. Thread the machine with black thread and use white thread in the bobbin. Stitch along the marked line with a satin stitch.
- Put the legs into the seam openings. Sew the legs in place by hand. Fill the entire body generously. Put the tail into the seam opening and sew the tail in place by hand.
- Sew ears, forehead, and clover in place by hand.